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Abstract

This paper proposes a self-supervised representation
learning (SSRL) framework for event-based vision, which
leverages various lightweight convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) including 2D-, 3D-, and Spiking CNNs. The
method uses a joint embedding architecture to maximize the
agreement between features extracted from different views
of the same event sequence. Popular event data augmen-
tation techniques are employed to design an efficient aug-
mentation policy for event-based SSRL, and we provide
novel data augmentation methods to enhance the pretrain-
ing pipeline. Given the novelty of SSRL for event-based vi-
sion, we elaborate standard evaluation protocols and use
them to evaluate our approach. Our study demonstrates
that pretrained CNNs acquire effective and transferable fea-
tures, enabling them to achieve competitive performance in
object or action recognition across various commonly used
event-based datasets, even in a low-data regime. This pa-
per also conducts an experimental analysis of the extracted
features regarding the Uniformity-Tolerance tradeoff to as-
sess their quality, and measure the similarity of representa-
tions using linear Center Kernel Alignement. These quan-
titative measurements reinforce our observations from the
performance benchmarks and show substantial differences
between the learned representations of all types of CNNs
despite being optimized with the same approach.

1. Introduction
Event cameras [13] are emergent visual sensors that op-

erate on a fundamentally different principle than traditional
frame-based cameras. Instead of capturing frames at a
fixed rate, event cameras asynchronously measure bright-
ness changes at the pixel level and output a stream of re-

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed event-based SSRL framework
based on a joint embedding architecture.

lated events that efficiently encode the spatiotemporal dy-
namics of the scene. These bio-inspired sensors have sev-
eral advantages over conventional cameras, such as lower
latency (at a microsecond level), higher dynamic range,
sparser representation than frames, and better energy effi-
ciency. Thanks to these advantages, event cameras draw a
lot of attention recently, notably for computer vision appli-
cations for neuromorphic vision systems [10], autonomous
navigation [23], etc.

Computer vision solutions that process event streams
constitute a new domain known as ”Event-based vision”.
A substantial part of this field leverages image-like inputs
from event accumulation, and adapts popular frame-based
vision approaches, such as deep Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs), to process them. On the other hand, recent
advances in training bio-inspired neurons [32] have enabled
the development of deep learning techniques using Spiking
Neural Networks (SNNs) [2, 12], which are inherently ca-
pable of processing asynchronous events. These numerous
techniques achieve state-of-the-art performance but com-
monly necessitate substantial labeled data, similar to frame-
based vision models. Currently, there are few large-scale
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event datasets available [22], which emphasizes the neces-
sity to mitigate the dependence on labeled event data.

In frame-based vision, Self-Supervised Representation
Learning (SSRL) has made great progress recently to pre-
train deep learning models for finetuning downstream tasks.
State-of-the-art SSRL methods [5, 43] utilize data augmen-
tation on unlabeled images to learn features without su-
pervision. In this work, we propose to adapt this strat-
egy for event cameras by defining a simple event-based
SSRL framework based on a joint embedding architecture
[5]. Given the novelty of event-based SSRL, we formu-
late experimental protocols to evaluate this model and fu-
ture works, on both object recognition (i.e. short event se-
quences) and human activity recognition (i.e. longer se-
quences with challenging spatiotemporal information). In
addition, we use our simple framework as a context to
compare data augmentation techniques specific to events,
known as Event Data Augmentations (EDAs). Using
various lightweight Convolutional Encoders (ConvEncs),
namely 2D-, 3D- and Spiking CNNs, our method achieves
competitive or superior performance in downstream tasks
compared to state-of-the-art techniques, while using lighter
neural networks and/or fewer unlabeled data.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce an SSRL framework for event-based vi-
sion (shown in Fig. 1) that can be used with various
types of ConvEncs, including 2D-, 3D-, and Spiking
CNNs. Pretrained models using this approach achieve
competitive performance on downstream classification
tasks.

• We assess prevalent EDAs for giving insight into good
augmentation policy design in event-based SSRL and
introduce novel techniques to improve the method.

• We establish various evaluation protocols on down-
stream tasks to assess the effectiveness of event-based
SSRL methods.

• We conduct an empirical study on the representations
learned by the resulting pretrained ConvEncs. We
evaluate their quality using a Uniformity-Tolerance
analysis [18] and measure their similarity using the lin-
ear CKA analysis [25].

2. Related Works
2.1. Self-Supervised Representation Learning

In frame-based vision, several strategies exist for SSRL,
mainly depending on a defined pretext task employed to
learn useful features (e.g. masked modeling [8], rotation
parameters prediction [14], ...). Popular strategies utilize
a distribution of data augmentation to create diverse views

of images for learning invariant features, but these pre-
text tasks can lead to trivial solutions (i.e. collapse), so
SSRL approaches differ in the method to address this is-
sue. Contrastive Learning trains a model to attract positive
pairs (i.e., augmented views of a given image) and repel
negative pairs (i.e., augmented views of two different im-
ages) [9,19]. Clustering methods [7] involve grouping aug-
mented views into clusters as pseudo-labels for representa-
tion learning. More recently, it has been shown that simpler
approaches based on joint embedding architectures and co-
variance regularization can avoid collapsing solutions (e.g.
Barlow Twins [43], VICReg [5]). These methods are easier
to use, do not rely on sophisticated bag-of-tricks [16], and
achieve state-of-the-art performance, which makes them a
preferred candidate to explore event-based SSRL for con-
volutional neural networks.

2.2. Addressing Scarcity of Event-based Datasets

Given the relative novelty of event-based vision, few
public datasets exist for a given task, and most of these
datasets have a limited number of labeled data. Pretraining a
model on larger datasets is a common technique to improve
the performance of downstream tasks with limited labeled
data. Many strategies exist to obtain efficient pretraining
event datasets. [22, 33] place an event camera in front of a
screen to record frame-based datasets so as to obtain sim-
ulated event streams, but it requires a calibrated hardware
setup. Video-to-events converters [21, 36] can achieve the
same event stream simulation more easily, and can, to some
extent, simulate real-world noisy conditions of neuromor-
phic sensors. Rather than converting frame-based datasets,
self-supervised learning has been used in low-level event-
based vision tasks, such as optical flow for frames+events
[44], or frame reconstruction with a generative model [34].
More recently, event-based SSRL methods were designed
for deep learning models: [27] investigates the applicabil-
ity of SimCLR [9] for SNNs with a novel event data aug-
mentation policy. [24] proposes a masked modeling strat-
egy for pretraining large-scale Vision Transformers on event
data. Similarly, [42] designs an event-based SSRL frame-
work for Vision Transformers using both events and RGB
frames. While these pioneering works show great results on
event object recognition with short event sequences, longer
spatiotemporal vision tasks, such as human activity recog-
nition [1, 28], are still not investigated with event-based
SSRL. In comparison, our approach, primarily focused on
lightweight convolutional encoders (2D, 3D, and Spiking),
shows strong performance on both short and long event se-
quences (object recognition and human activity recognition,
respectively) with fewer unlabeled data for pretraining.
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2.3. Event Data Augmentations

Data augmentation plays a crucial role in training deep
learning models by promoting invariant feature learning,
which improves generalization and overall performance.
Prior works [27] on Event Data Augmentation (EDA) aim
to adapt popular frame-based augmentations to the event
domain, such as Flipping, Rolling, Rotation, CutMix, etc.
Additionally, techniques like EventDrop [17], which drops
events either randomly, spatially, or temporally, and Event-
Mix [37], which combines different event streams using a
random spatiotemporal mask, efficiently consider the tem-
poral dimension of event sequences. [31] proposes temporal
shifting of events specifically for contact force estimation.
The Tonic library [26] offers common EDAs, such as time
reversal, polarity flip, uniform background noise, among
others. As many SSRL approaches rely on input sample
transformations, these EDAs are suitable candidates for ef-
ficiently distorting input event streams. We select relevant
EDAs to explore good design practices for distortion dis-
tribution in event-based SSRL and propose additional EDA
techniques to enhance our approach.

3. Method
This section presents the details of the proposed frame-

work for event-based SSRL, which leverages various data
augmentation techniques. First, the problem formulation
is introduced, followed by an explanation of the joint em-
bedding architecture that is optimized using the state-of-
the-art VICReg loss [5]. Two variants of the architec-
ture are described: the first one, named ”Twins” employs
a siamese-like network structure, while the second one,
named ”Student-Teacher,” adopts an asymmetric structure.
Subsequently, the section explains the data augmentation
techniques used with our SSRL approach. While there are
some data augmentation techniques in previous works, we
propose novel ones that are specifically designed for event-
based vision.

3.1. Preliminary Notions

An event camera of resolution H × W produces N
asynchronous events E = {ei}Ni=1 during a time interval
∆T . Each event ei is represented by a tuple of 4 values:
ei = (xi, yi, ti, pi), where (xi, yi) are the pixel coordinates,
ti is the timestamp, and pi ∈ {1,−1} denotes the sign of
the polarity change.

To address the unsuitability of the asynchronous nature
of events for various computer vision techniques [13], a
commonly used method for event representation is to dis-
cretize a stream of events E into a sequence of T binary
event frames XT ∈ BT×2×H×W = {Xt}Tt=1. This is
achieved by accumulating events in T successive time in-
tervals ∆T

T , resulting in the sequence of binary frames and

thus the corresponding spike tensor XT .
In this work, an Event Data Augmentation (EDA) pro-

cess can be formulated as a function d(·) that takes a given
spike tensor XT as input and returns a distorted version
Xd

T ∈ BT×2×H×W , such that Xd
T = d(XT ). The function

d(·) can be either one single augmentation technique (e.g.
a random translation) or a composition of several functions
d = d1 ◦ d2 ◦ . . . .

3.2. Joint Embedding Architecture

Our method is illustrated in Fig. 1. Similarly to popu-
lar trends of SSRL [5, 43], it is based on a joint embedding
architecture, where two neural networks (here, two convo-
lutional encoders) are trained to infer similar embeddings
from two different views of the same input.

Formally, two EDA functions dA and dB are sam-
pled from a distribution of transformations D. Given a
spike tensor XT , each function creates a distorted view,
i.e. XdA

T = dA(XT ) and XdB

T = dB(XT ). These two
views are encoded using two functions fα(·) and f ′

α′(·)
to obtain two representations YdA ,YdB ∈ RC given by
YdA = fα(X

dA

T ) and YdB = f ′
α′(X

dB

T ). The func-
tions fα and f ′

α′ are typically convolutional encoders (Con-
vEncs) with parameters α and α′, respectively. Note that
the representations are features computed over the whole
sequence and thus lose the temporal dimension discretized
by T time-steps. Finally, the representations are expanded
using two projectors hϕ and h′

ϕ′ to produce the two em-
beddings ZdA = hϕ(Y

dA) and ZdB = h′
ϕ′(YdB ), where

ZdA ,ZdB ∈ R3C . The projectors are a neural networks
composed of three linear layers, each with 3C output units,
and the first two layers are followed by BatchNorm and
ReLU. The whole framework is optimized using the VI-
CReg loss on two batches of embeddings (see details of
VICReg in [5]).

3.2.1 Convolutional Encoders

In our SSRL framework, we evaluate three types of com-
monly used ConvEncs in event-based vision: 2D-CNN, 3D-
CNN, and CSNN (i.e. Convolutional Spiking Neural Net-
work). To ensure a fair comparison, we use a lightweight
ResNet-like architecture for all three encoders, namely
ResNet-18 [20], MC3-ResNet-18 [39], and SEW-ResNet-
18 [12] for 2D-CNN, 3D-CNN, and CSNN, respectively.
To accommodate these different types of ConvEncs, small
clarifications on the model or minor modifications of the
original formulation provided in Sec. 3.1 are necessary for
the 2D-CNN and CSNN.

2D-CNN To handle the temporal dimension of spike ten-
sors with 2D-CNNs, we concatenate the temporal dimen-
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sion with the channel dimension, which results in a spike
tensor of size XT ∈ BTC×H×W , similar to [3, 4].

CSNN Instead of artificial neurons, CSNNs are composed
of spiking neurons that natively have the capability of pro-
cessing the temporal dimension of spike tensors. In this
work, we employ the Integrate-and-Fire (IF) neuron model
[30], which integrates input spikes weighted by synaptic
weights into an internal state called ”membrane potential”.
When the membrane potential of a spiking neuron surpasses
a defined value (i.e. the ”threshold”), an output spike is
emitted and the potential is reset to 0. The discrete dy-
namics of a layer l of IF neurons at a specific time-step
1 ≤ t ≤ T is described as follows:

U l
t = U l

t−1 +W lX l−1
t−1 − θX l

t (1)

X l
t = Θ(U l

t − θ) (2)

where U l
t denotes the membrane potentials in the layer, W l

is the set of synaptic weights, X l
t ∈ B denotes the output

spike tensor. X l
t consists of 1’s when the related element of

U l
t exceeds the threshold value θ, and 0’s otherwise. In this

work, the threshold is set to 1 in the whole network (i.e.,
θ = 1). This mechanism is known as the Heaviside step
function (Θ(·)) and is formulated in Eq. (2). The whole
CSNN is trained using Surrogate Gradient Learning [32].

A given CSNN outputs a sequence of binary spiking
features at each time-step, i.e. fα(XT ) = {Y d

t }Tt=1 with
Y d
t ∈ BC . Thus, it cannot be used ”as is” to obtain the

real-valued representation vector Yd. Similarly to previous
works on SNNs [4], an output accumulator module on top
of the CSNN is used to accumulate the spiking features Y d

t

across all time-steps and obtain the representation Yd.

3.2.2 Variants

We define two variants of the joint embedding architecture
of our SSRL framework.

Twins: it is the standard design of joint embedding ar-
chitectures, where the two ConvEncs fα(·) and f ′

α′(·) are
the same architecture with shared weights, i.e. α = α′.

Student-Teacher: spiking neurons in CSNNs only ex-
change binary values (i.e. spikes), which are less expressive
than real values processed by 2D/3D-CNNs. To address this
issue, we leverage the ability of VICReg [5] to train asym-
metric joint networks. The first branch fα(·) of the architec-
ture is a CSNN (i.e. the student). The second branch f ′

α′(·)
is a 2D/3D CNN (i.e. the ”teacher”) whose objective is to
enhance the training of the CSNN.

3.3. Event Data Augmentation

Defining an effective distribution D of EDAs is critical
for effective pretraining in our SSRL framework. In this

section, we describe the investigated EDAs from previous
works with their related random parameters. Furthermore,
we propose novel techniques to extend the field for SSRL.
Investigated EDAs are separated into 3 groups: Common
EDAs, Drop-based EDAs, and Geometric EDAs. Visualiza-
tions of the EDAs are available in the Supplementary Mate-
rials.

Common EDAs refer to a set of commonly used distor-
tions in event-based vision that share no specific character-
istics among them. All these EDAs are made available in
the Tonic [26] library.

• Noise: approximated background activity noise of
event sensors. A random percentage rnoise ∈ [0.5, 20]
of uniformly distributed noisy events is added to the
input event sequence.

• Flip Polarity (PolFlip): flips the polarity of all events,
i.e. pi = −pi.

• Crop: random resized crop to a random aspect ratio
rcrop ∈ [0.08, 1.0].

Drop-Based EDAs refer to data augmentation where
events are removed from the original spike tensor. Several
drop-based primitives are defined in [17]:

• Drop By Area (or Cutout): removes events located in
a random box region of dimension rcutH×rcutW , with
the parameter rcut ∈ [0.05, 0.3].

• Drop By Time: removes all events from the original
event stream E in a random time interval of duration
rtime ×∆T with rtime ∈ [0.1, 0.9]

• Random Drop: each event has a probability rdrop ∈
[0.1, 0.9] to be removed from the input event stream E .

EventDrop [17] employs a OneOf policy that randomly
applies one of the three EDA primitives with equal proba-
bility.

In this work, we propose an EDA primitive named
Event-Copy: events located in a random box region of di-
mension rcopyH × rcopyW are copied to another location in
the spike tensor, with rcopy ∈ [0.05, 0.3].

Moreover, we extend EventDrop and propose Event-
CopyDrop, which is essentially a OneOf policy using the
4 discussed drop-based primitives.

Geometric EDAs refer to techniques that transform an in-
put event sequence spatially and are adaptations of common
geometric augmentations from frame-based vision [27].
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Type Name Probability Parameters

Common
Noise 0.5 rnoise ∈ [0.5, 20]

PolFlip 0.2 -
Crop 1.0 rcrop ∈ [0.08, 1.0]

Geometric

StatTran 0.5 ry ∈ [±0.2×H], rx ∈ [±0.2×W ]
StatRot 0.5 rdegrees ∈ [−75, 75]

DynTran
(ours) 0.5 ry ∈ [±0.2×H], rx ∈ [±0.2×W ]

DynRot
(ours) 0.5 rdegrees ∈ [−75, 75]

StatDynGeo
(ours) 0.8

ry ∈ [±0.2×H], rx ∈ [±0.2×W ],
rdegrees ∈ [−75, 75]

Drop-Based

Cutout 0.3 rcut ∈ [0.05, 0.3]
Event-Copy

(ours) 0.5 rcopy ∈ [0.05, 0.3]

EventDrop 0.75
rcut ∈ [0.05, 0.3], rtime ∈ [0.1, 0.9],

rdrop ∈ [0.1, 0.9]
EventCopyDrop

(ours) 0.8
rcut ∈ [0.05, 0.3], rtime ∈ [0.1, 0.9],
rdrop ∈ [0.1, 0.9], rcopy ∈ [0.05, 0.3]

Table 1. Summary of investigated EDAs, including their related
probability in the distribution D, and their random parameters.

• Static Translation (StatTran): translates the whole in-
put spike tensor vertically by ry ∈ [±0.2 × H] and
horizontally by rx ∈ [±0.2×W ].

• Static Rotation (StatRot): rotates whole spike tensor
to a random angle rdegrees ∈ [−75, 75].

We propose novel geometric transformations that also
augment the event sequences temporally:

• Dynamic Translation (DynTran): operates a linearly
progressive translation from 0 to ry ∈ [±0.2×H] ver-
tically and from 0 to rx ∈ [±0.2 × W ] horizontally
along the time axis.

• Dynamic Rotation (DynRot): progressively rotates
the whole spike tensor from 0 to a random angle
rdegrees ∈ [−75, 75] along the time axis.

• StatDynGeo: applies a OneOf policy
with the four mentioned geometric EDAs:
[StatTran,StatRot,DynTran,DynRot].

3.3.1 EDA Distribution Policy

At each sampling from the distribution D (i.e., when trans-
forming the input events during a training step), each se-
lected EDA has a given probability to be employed for com-
posing the EDA function dA or dB . Tab. 1 summarizes the
probability scores for all investigated EDAs, as well as their
random parameters.

4. Experimental Methodology
In this section, we outline the methodology used to

evaluate the performance of our event-based SSRL base-
line and quantitatively analyze the extracted features of
all pretrained ConvEncs. The experiments conducted in-
volve: (1) evaluating downstream task performance on

#Samples
Dataset Resolution Duration Total Train Val. Classes

DVSGesture [1] 128× 128 ±6s 1342 1078 264 11
DailyAction-DVS [28] 346× 260 ±5s 1440 1152 288 12

ASL-DVS [6] 240× 180 ±0.1s 100800 80640 20160 24
N-Cars [38] 304× 240 ±0.1s 24029 15422 8607 2

NCaltech-101 [33] Variable ±0.3s 8709 7838 871 101

Table 2. Summary of the studied datasets.

event-based recognition benchmarks ; (2) comparing the
extracted representations of ConvEncs through Uniformity-
Tolerance analysis [18] ; and (3) measuring the similarity
of extracted features from all ConvEncs using linear Center
Kernel Alignment (CKA). Implementation details are given
at the end of the section.

4.1. Datasets Investigated

Our approach differs from prior works [24, 42] by eval-
uating the ability of the methods to be pretrained with
limited data, emphasizing faster convergence without rely-
ing on large-scale datasets such as N-ImageNet [22]. We
select two types of event-based recognition datasets: (1)
short-length sequences for object recognition [6, 33] (sim-
ilar to other works), and (2) human action recognition
datasets. The former is widely available in the state-of-the-
art, whereas the latter is more challenging as it relies on
the temporal dimension. Table 2 summarizes the pertinent
details of the evaluated datasets.

4.2. Performance Benchmarks

We formulate standard protocols to evaluate event-based
SSRL methods on their performance (i.e. accuracy scores)
on downstream tasks.

Linear Evaluation Protocol A linear classifier is trained
on the fixed representations obtained from pretraining one
of the ConvEncs with our method using the train set of an
event-based dataset. The achieved top-1 accuracy on the
validation set of the same dataset is reported. The objective
of this evaluation protocol is to show the ability of an event-
based SSRL method to extract useful unsupervised features.
We employ three datasets of different sizes: DVSGesture
[1], N-Caltech101 [33] and ASL-DVS [6].

Semi-Supervised Training The objective of this bench-
mark is to evaluate the ability of a given SSRL approach
to reduce the need for labeled data. After pretraining on
a given dataset with our SSRL framework, we finetune the
ConvEnc using a labeled subset of the same dataset (i.e.
using a defined percentage of the original training labels).
The accuracy score obtained on the validation set is re-
ported. Evaluations are conducted on DVSGesture [1], N-
Caltech101 [33], and ASL-DVS [6].
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Transferring to Another Dataset This evaluation pro-
tocol aims at evaluating the capacity to transfer the fea-
tures learned from one dataset to another. Specifically, we
evaluate the transfer learning performance of a pretrained
ConvEnc by training a linear classifier on another dataset
while keeping the ConvEnc’s parameters fixed. We report
the top-1 accuracy on the validation set. We define two
transfer learning scenarios: DVSGesture [1] (pretraining)
to DailyAction-DVS [28] for activity recognition, and ASL-
DVS [6] (pretraining) to N-Cars [38] for object recognition
on short-length sequences.

4.3. Uniformity-Tolerance Analysis

In evaluating the quality of the learned representations,
we utilize Uniformity and Tolerance metrics [40, 41]. The
Uniformity metric Luni measures the proximity of the rep-
resentations to a uniform distribution on the feature hyper-
sphere, indicating that the ConvEnc learns separable repre-
sentations. The Tolerance metric Ltol utilizes ground truth
labels to assess the extent to which the representations cap-
ture the semantic relationships between the samples. Uni-
formity and Tolerance are respectively given in Eq. (3) and
Eq. (4).

Luni = log E
x,y∼pdata

[e−t||f(x)−f(y)||22 ] (3)

Ltol = E
x,y∼pdata

[(||f(x)||T2 ||f(y)||2) · Igt(x)=gt(y)] (4)

, where f(·) denotes a ConvEnc that extracts representations
from a sample in the dataset pdata, Igt(x)=gt(y) denotes the
indicator function used to identify whether any given pair
of samples x and y share the same label, with 1 indicating
a match (gt(x) = gt(y)) and 0 indicating a mismatch. A
scaling hyper-parameter t = 2 is employed.

Prior research [18, 40] suggests that SSRL approaches
achieve optimal representation quality by balancing Unifor-
mity and Tolerance metrics. Our objective is to compare
pretrained ConvEncs based on this trade-off.

4.4. Linear CKA for Similarity Assessment

Following similar studies in frame-based SSRL [18], we
compute the linear Centered Kernel Alignement (CKA) to
assess the similarity of representations extracted by various
pretrained ConvEncs. To do so, we obtain the represen-
tation matrices for two different ConvEncs (e.g. 2D-CNN
and CSNN), denoted A and B, and compute their Gram
matrices as K = AAT and L = BBT . The CKA value is
calculated as the normalized Hilbert-Schmidt Independence
Criterion (HSIC) [15]:

CKA(K,L) =
HSIC(K,L)√

HSIC(K,K)HSIC(L,L)
(5)

4.5. Implementation Details

All experiments are implemented with PyTorch [35] (+
SpikingJelly [11] to simulate spiking neurons) and run on
an NVIDIA A40 GPU. For all experiments, the models are
trained using an SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01,
and a cosine annealing scheduler [29]. Every sample is re-
sized to a resolution of 128 × 128. As for the VICReg
loss function, we use the same coefficients as the origi-
nal paper [5]. Spike tensors are generated with T = 12
timesteps. Code is available on https://github.
com/Barchid/exploring_event_ssl.

5. Analysis
5.1. Investigation on Event Data Augmentations

First and foremost, we evaluate the impacts of the dis-
cussed EDAs on the overall performance of all ConvEncs
in order to find a good distribution D for subsequent exper-
iments and potential future works. The EDAs discussed in
Sec. 3.3 are evaluated following the Linear Evaluation Pro-
tocol on DVSGesture [1] (see Sec. 4.2). We divide this in-
vestigation into three incremental stages, corresponding to
the three types of EDAs described in Sec. 3.3: (1) Common
EDAs; (2) Geometric EDAs; and (3) Drop-based EDAs.
For each stage, we keep the best-performing EDA config-
uration from the previous stage to evaluate the EDAs of the
current stage. Table 3 reports the results of the study.

Generally, we observe that CSNNs have the worst per-
formance by a large margin, but this issue is greatly mit-
igated by the Student-Teacher variants, which can lead to
promising future directions specific to SNNs.

In Stage 1, we incrementally incorporate all common
EDAs and observe that the models exhibit better perfor-
mance with an increasing number of EDAs. Combining the
three transformations ranks first or second in performance
for almost every ConvEnc. The improved performance with
increasing EDAs can be attributed to their non-overlapping
nature, which augments the original sequences without sac-
rificing semantic information.

In Stage 2, we compare static and dynamic transla-
tions/rotations, observing that ConvEncs with spatiotempo-
ral processing capabilities (i.e. CSNN and 3D-CNN) per-
form better with dynamic transformations. The proposed
StatDynGeo achieves most of the best results, highlighting
the efficacy of OneOf policies for event-based SSRL. Sur-
prisingly, geometric distortions are found to harm SSRL for
2D-CNNs compared to only applying Common EDAs.

In Stage 3, we compare all EDAs and observe the ben-
efits of incorporating one drop-based EDA in the trans-
formation distribution. While all drop-based transforma-
tions report at least one top performance for a specific Con-
vEnc, EventCopyDrop repeatedly performs well (second or
first), which makes it a strong contender. Therefore, adding
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Figure 2. Linear CKA of all discussed ConvEncs for the initial convolutional layer (Conv. 1), the first three residual blocks of the ResNet
architectures (Res. 2/3/4), and the output representations. 3D, 2D, and S are 3D-CNN, 2D-CNN and CSNN respectively. S2D and S3D

refers to the CSNN coupled with 2D/3D-CNN in the Student-Teacher variant. The subscript sup refers to ”supervised learning” of the
related ConvEnc.

Stage 1: Common EDAs Twins Student-Teacher
Noise Crop PolFlip CSNN 2D 3D CSNN 2D CSNN 3D

12.12 11.36 57.95 59.47 61.36 58.33 55.68
✓ 60.23 74.24 69.70 62.12 64.02 68.26 60.23
✓ ✓ 56.44 81.82 74.62 73.86 76.89 69.32 64.02
✓ ✓ ✓ 56.44 83.33 76.52 73.11 74.62 70.63 67.80

Stage 2: Geometric EDAs Twins Student-Teacher
StatTran StatRot DynTran DynRot StatDynGeo CSNN 2D 3D CSNN 2D CSNN 3D

✓ ✓ 49.24 77.65 65.15 60.98 68.18 65.53 62.5
✓ ✓ 68.56 75.38 76.14 74.24 73.11 72.73 67.05

✓ 68.94 79.55 77.27 67.05 70.45 71.97 68.18

Stage 3: Drop-based EDAs Twins Student-Teacher
Cutout EventDrop Event-Copy EventCopyDrop CSNN 2D 3D CSNN 2D CSNN 3D
✓ 71.59 85.11 88.64 71.59 72.35 68.56 65.91

✓ 68.18 87.12 75 75 76.52 76.52 76.14
✓ 65.16 81.82 83.33 76.52 77.52 73.86 68.94

✓ 70.83 87.12 89.39 76.89 75.76 75 73.48

Table 3. Investigation on EDAs: accuracy scores obtained on the
linear evaluation protocol with DVSGesture [1].

Event-Copy in the OneOf relationship of EventDrop [17] is
a recommended choice for defining a good and non-specific
distribution D.

To summarize, we can draw three rules of thumb from
this study for designing a generally effective distribution
D: (1) incorporating more common EDAs results in bet-
ter pre-training performance ; (2) selecting one geometric
EDA and one drop-based EDA strongly enhances the SSRL
pipeline, but ConvEncs with spatiotemporal processing per-
form better with dynamic geometric transformations; and
(3) OneOf policies perform well by enabling the use of sev-
eral similar EDAs without overlapping.

For the rest of this paper, we employ the dis-
tribution D = {Noise, Crop, PolFlip, StatDynGeo,
EventCopyDrop}. The results obtained by the teacher net-
works are no longer reported in the remainder of this sec-
tion, as they do not benefit from the asymmetric design
compared to the Twins variants.

5.2. Performance Benchmarks

Table 4 reports the results of the linear evaluation and the
semi-supervised training protocols (described in Sec. 4.2).
Our approach achieves encouraging performance across all
datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of joint embed-

Dataset Protocol CSNN 2D 3D CSNN2D CSNN3D

DVSGesture
Linear 70.83 87.12 89.39 76.89 76.52

SemiSup-10% 60.98 75.52 81.44 66.67 69.31
SemiSup-25% 75.00 87.12 90.15 76.14 80.30

N-Caltech101
Linear 64.29 64.39 69.46 62.34 65.67

SemiSup-10% 56.72 64.64 62.80 53.96 53.50
SemiSup-25% 66.02 72.79 71.64 62.22 59.93

ASL-DVS
Linear 95.32 99.38 98.68 97.87 97.30

SemiSup-05% 95.66 97.06 96.62 93.54 95.66
SemiSup-10% 99.51 99.64 99.70 99.48 99.48

Table 4. Results of Linear Evaluation and Semi-Supervised
Training. ”SemiSup-XX%” denotes the semi-supervised training
protocol where XX% of the training set is used for fine-tuning.
CSNN2D and CSNN3D are CSNNs pretrained using the Student-
Teacher variant with a 2D-CNN and a 3D-CNN, respectively.

Datasets
Pretrain Linear CSNN 2D 3D CSNN2D CSNN3D

DVSGesture DailyAction-DVS 77.93 88.28 84.83 91.03 87.59
ASL-DVS N-CARS 92.81 94.61 95.64 93.30 93.35

Table 5. Results of the Transfer Learning Protocol.

ding architectures for event-based SSRL. The promising
results obtained on Semi-Supervised Training also suggest
that our approach successfully reduces the reliance on la-
beled data. We observe that 2D-CNN and 3D-CNN out-
perform CSNNs due to the binarized activation function
of the spiking mechanism, which is less expressive than
real-valued activations. This finding suggests that special-
ized SSRL methods for spiking neurons could better suit
CSNNs, even if the Student-Teacher variant mitigates the
lower results.

Table 5 reports the performance obtained in the transfer
learning protocol from one dataset to another. The reported
performance demonstrates the transferability of the features
learned by our approach and hence verifies the efficiency in
pretraining event-based vision models.

To put our results in perspective, we report the best re-
sults obtained in our experiments and compare them with
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fully supervised methods from the state-of-the-art (reported
in Appendix B in the supplementary materials). We show
that our ConvEncs, without finetuning on the whole train-
ing set, achieve competitive performance against heav-
ier models and even achieve top performance (notably on
DailyAction-DVS [28]). Consequently, we demonstrate
that our SSRL framework can be a competitive and cost-
effective alternative to large-scale supervised learning for
future works.

As for other works on event-based SSRL [24, 42], our
method can primarily be compared to performance on N-
Cars. Specifically, while [24] and [42] achieve 98.55% and
97.93% accuracy, respectively, with heavier Vision Trans-
former models and full supervision, our lightweight Con-
vEnc (here, 3D-CNN) achieves a lower but promising accu-
racy of 95.64%. However, direct comparison is not straight-
forward since these works fine-tune on the whole N-Cars
train set, while our transfer learning protocol only trains
the linear classifier, and the ConvEncs are only pretrained
on ASL-DVS. In addition, our method has a more general
scope as it investigates longer event sequences such as hu-
man activity recognition.

Our method’s competitive performance with lightweight
ConvEncs suggests that event-based SSRL can learn good
representations, enabling exploration of diverse datasets
and tasks instead of relying on large and expensive datasets.
This potential for event-based vision to expand to innova-
tive applications opens up new possibilities.

5.3. Uniformity-Tolerance Analysis

Figure 3 shows the uniformity and tolerance of all Con-
vEncs pretrained on DVSGesture, and ASL-DVS. In all
datasets, we find important differences between all pre-
trained ConvEncs, suggesting that our approach does not
impact all convolutional architectures equally, even when
optimized in the same manner. Interestingly, we observe
strong unbalanced results for 2D/3D-CNNs on short se-
quence datasets (i.e. ASL-DVS [6]), while these ConvEncs
obtain balanced results on spatiotemporal activity recogni-
tion datasets [1]. The strong unbalance in favor of tolerance
suggests that the assumption of the Uniformity-Tolerance
tradeoff [41] does not prevail for better downstream per-
formance in event-based SSRL. CSNNs, on the other hand,
show some balanced measurements, but we note an increase
in tolerance with the Student-Teacher variants, which veri-
fies the enhanced performance on downstream tasks.

5.4. Analysis on Representations Similarity

We measure the Linear CKA values of all pretrained
ConvEncs on DVSGesture [1], as well as the ConvEncs
trained with supervision (for comparison purposes). In ad-
dition to the final representations, we compare the features
at the end of all residual blocks of the ResNet architectures.

Figure 3. Uniformity-Tolerance Analysis.

Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis.
We observe substantial similarities with previous stud-

ies on frame-based SSRL [18]: the features extracted tend
to diverge increasingly as one goes deeper into the layer,
and the final representations show the most dissimilarities.
In the low-level layers (Conv 1 and Res. 2), we observe
dissimilarities between 2D/3D-CNNs and CSNNs, which
can be explained by the differences between spiking and
artificial neurons. On the other hand, we verify the find-
ings that supervised and unsupervised representations di-
verge the most in the last layer.

When focusing on the analysis of representations only,
we find that the Student-Teacher variants make CSNNs
learn features that diverge from Twins-CSNN, but also from
the Teacher ConvEncs. While the differences between the
Student and the Teacher can be explained by the differ-
ences between spiking and artificial neurons, the divergence
observed between all CSNNs verifies the impacts of the
Student-Teacher variants on training SNNs. Interestingly,
representations from CSNNs are not especially closer to
3D-CNNs than 2D-CNNS, despite their common abilities
to process spatiotemporal data.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a straightforward and efficient
framework for event-based Self-Supervised Representation
Learning (SSRL) using different types of convolutional en-
coders (ConvEncs), including 2D-/3D-CNNs and CSNNs
in a joint embedding architecture. Our formulated evalu-
ation protocols demonstrate that our method, without full
supervision, achieves competitive performance on popular
datasets (both object and activity recognition). We also
investigate popular event data augmentation (EDA) tech-
niques and introduce new methods to aid in designing a
good EDA distribution policy for future works on event-
based SSRL. Beyond performance benchmarks, we quanti-
tatively evaluate the learned representations of all ConvEncs
using Uniformity, Tolerance, and Linear CKA, and find sub-
stantial differences depending on the variant and type of
CNN, with the Student-Teacher design proving beneficial
for CSNNs. Overall, our framework can reduce the need
for large-scale labeled datasets, opening up opportunities
for expanding event-based vision tasks.
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